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MEMORANDUM
I.

Overview

The Trump Administration’s explicit goals for improving consumer data privacy in the U.S.
highlights the urgent need for a federal regulatory scheme. More than ever, consumers seek
reliability and security in the online entities that they are using. Furthermore, federal regulation is
the only approach that will adequately accommodate the landscape of data collection, as it
permeates interstate commerce and extends across state lines, thereby creating a constitutional
necessity to have federal regulation. 1
Historically, the United States has taken a business-minded approach to federal consumer
regulations.2 Our laissez-faire economic practices have allowed corporations to freely operate in
online markets prior to the widespread use of the internet.3 This approach has continued with the
growth of technology and use of the internet, creating fundamental problems with current selfregulated data collection practices. Previous attempts to utilize privacy torts in consumer privacy
have failed.4 Therefore, there is a need for comprehensive federal regulation to combat the lack
of legal remedies for consumer data privacy practices that infringe on the right to privacy.
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II.

Implementing a Regulatory Scheme Mirroring the Rights Established in the
General Data Protection Regulation

With globalization and the increase of international economic markets, it is in the best
interest of the U.S. to take a similar approach to consumer data collection that the European
Union has implemented.5 In May 2018, the EU instituted the General Data Protection Regulation
(“GDPR”).6 This wide-spread and stringent regulation led U.S.-based corporations to question
what accommodations were necessary in order to comply with the regulation.7 The jurisdictional
element of the GDPR extends to all citizens of the EU, regardless as to whether corporations are
based in other countries.8 Therefore, with the goal of corporate uniformity and human rights, it is
in the best interest of the U.S. to comply with international standards to establish themselves as
leading in data compliance.
Ultimately, the best approach the U.S. can take is to mirror the rights and procedures set forth
in the GDPR, both to ensure the best protections for consumers and to ensure U.S. corporations
are abiding by international standards.
a. Goals Set Forth by the Administration
The goals set forth by the Trump Administration are to prioritize transparency, individual
control, reasonable minimization of data, security, access and correction of data, risk
management by organizations, and accountability. In transforming these broad goals into an
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implementable regulatory scheme, the administration must keep in mind a rights-based approach
when structuring the text of the regulation.
While currently, the U.S. enforces a permissive approach to data collection, or by default
allowing the collection of user data; the new regulation should be more restrictive and view
privacy as an individual right, or by default preventing the collection of data.9 Viewing dataprotection as a human right, rather than permissive practices by corporate entities, is an essential
requirement for the new U.S. regulation.
III.

Improvements

In this comment, I will detail two points of improvement for the Administration’s regulatory
goals: improvements to “notice and choice” and instituting “privacy-by-design”.
a. Notice and Choice
First, improvements to current “notice and choice” regime should encompass purpose
minimization and data minimization. Notice and choice operates on the presumption that
consumers are willingly choosing to convey their personal information to data collectors after
they are given adequate notice that their data will be collected and for what purposes it will be
used.10 This begs the question as to what should be considered adequate “notice” under new U.S.
regulations; as currently, “notice and choice” is autonomously regulated by corporate entities. 11
Currently, “notice” for data collection comes in the form of terms and conditions, privacy
policies, and cookie collection. All of these, as currently used, are often not easily accessed by
consumers or appear after the consumer has already entered their personal data. Most notorious
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are “Agree to Terms” that require checking a box to proceed with online usage. This form of
notice is insufficient choice for individuals, as there is a lack of realistically comprehendible
information and no way to opt out of the unilateral terms of agreement. 12
Furthermore, current frameworks being utilized for “notice and choice” disclosures are
incredibly difficult to read and comprehend, even for a user who is actively seeking them out. 13
Disclosures are drafted in an abnormally small font and filled with legal jargon. 14 This style
indicates that privacy policies have not been drafted for the goals of readability, comprehension
and easy access. Furthermore, some would argue that the interface and design tactics employed
by data collectors are used with the intention of misleading or misinforming consumers. 15 With
such a lack of understanding, it is hard to believe that consumers are being “put on notice” and
“consenting” to the future use of their information. 16
With the proliferation of corporations operating online, a consumer’s inability to proceed
without “agreeing to the terms” provides no choice for the consumer and allows corporations to
dictate how and what they will use individuals’ data for. 17 Most often, if a consumer chooses not
to consent to the practices, they are unable to proceed with the uses of the website. This
effectively discriminates against individuals who are concerned with the practices of data
collection and desire to keep their private information from being collected or sold.
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Therefore, the U.S. can improve their “notice and choice” regime by including stricter notice
and consent requirements, allowing individuals to “opt-in” to data collection rather than have
data collection as a default. Through a consumer-focused approach to “choice”, consumers
actively chose what disclosures they permit, and “opt-in” to data collection.18 Through increased
autonomy of consumers, there will be an increased confidence with any disclosures of personal
data. Furthermore, with strict consent regulations, users will be able to opt out of having data
collected and stored more frequently than the current “notice and choice” regime.19 This opting
out will lead to increased data minimization by parties as they will be forced not to collect and
store data when consumers opt out of specific collections.
Through adopting consumer-based “notice and choice” requirements, the U.S. will also move
towards the goals stated by the Administration— reasonable data minimization. Through the
GDPR, the EU will see more uniformity in data collection practices requiring explicit notice as
to what information is being collected and for what purposes. The U.S. should adopt laws that,
by default, prevents the collection of data and lists exceptions to that default rule. 20 Through this
approach to data collection, industry standards would move towards data minimization, as data
collections would be prevented except for the explicit permitted scenarios. 21 This practice
focuses on restricting data collection to what is absolutely necessary for the functionality of the
data-collecting entity. Thereby, creating incentives for data collectors to minimize the amount of
data that is being collected, if regulations restrict the collection to only what is necessary.
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Furthermore, data-minimization leads to lower costs and risks associated with data protection, as
entities possess less sensitive information that the need to encrypt and protect. 22
In addition to data minimization, improvements to “notice and choice” should also include
purpose minimization, or explicitly stating the purpose of the data collection and any collection
outside the explicit purpose will require additional consent. Purpose minimization will allow
individuals to be informed as to the purpose and uses of any data collection. Purpose
minimization contributes to overall goals of data minimization, in that data collection will be
limited to the consent of consumers based on a purpose of use. 23 Thereby, limiting data
collection only for specific and explicit purposes. 24
Through improving “notice and choice” standards, the U.S. will allow consumers to actually
be informed regarding the information that is collected and empower them to choose to opt out if
they do not wish for such information to be collected.25 Viewing “notice and choice” as a
measure to protect individuals from the onset rather than after information is gathered
encourages entities to design their notices in a way that alerts the consumer as to what is being
collected and for what purpose in a more comprehendible and explicit manor.
For the foregoing reasons, I would strongly urge the Administration to revise their priorities
of “notice and choice” to include measures of data minimization and purpose minimization. In
viewing data collection as passive rather than active, consumers inherently lack the control and
choice as to what data is being collected and monitored.26 Through improving “notice and
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choice”, data collection will be an active regulation that proactively encourages consumers to
exercise control over their personal information.
b. Privacy-by-Design
Second, the Administration should add “privacy-by-design” to their goals. “Privacy-bydesign” is the concept that privacy should be instituted in the ground-up design of entities online;
and that, by design, data collectors should prioritize privacy. 27 Predominantly in the U.S.,
organizations do not prioritize privacy in the design of their internet access to consumers, but
rather attempt to implement some form of patchwork privacy after the initialization of the data
collection.28 Therefore, by including privacy frameworks from the ground-up design, there will
be more holistic approach and better practices in place to ensure the protection of personal
information.
The GDPR institutes a similar requirement of “privacy-by-design” or “privacy-by-default” in
their regulatory requirements for data collectors.29 The regulation includes business processes
that handle personal data must be designed and built with consideration of the principles to
safeguard data; thereby making privacy default to the design process. Two examples of privacy
built into the design of data collection, that should be adopted in the U.S. regulation, are
pseudonuymization and anonymization of any data that is collected.30
With the use of pseudonuymization, or de-identification, in the collection and storing of data,
personally identifiable information will decreasingly be connected and associated with a specific
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individual.31 Furthermore, in the case of data breaches, the use of pseudonyms can allow
individuals to be assured that their sensitive information will be somewhat protected, or at least
not overtly traceable to a specific individual.32 Currently, data breaches are proliferating.
Furthermore, data breaches lead individuals to worry about how their personally identifiable
information is being secured by entities. From Equafax33 to Ashley Madison34, the use of
pseudonyms can decrease the harm that occurs when data is collected and not secured.
Another feature of “privacy-by-design” is the full anonymization of data that is collected,
meaning full and specific encryption of all data collected as to ensure heightened security
standards.35 By encrypting data, any identifiable information that is analyzed would be encrypted
to minimize likability with a particular individual. Furthermore, with specific encryptions, it is
increasingly difficult for information to be released or misused by any third-party. Through the
decreased ability of third-party access to data, consumers will feel more secure with entities that
possess any of their personally identifiable information.
The regulatory requirement of “privacy-by-design” should effectively lead to data
minimization and data avoidance. With “privacy-by-design”, the best way to secure data from
the initial collection is to minimize the amount of data that a specific entity holds. 36 Furthermore,
there will be a general reduction of privacy concerns with less data being collected, thereby
ensuring that consumers feel comfortable with disclosing personal information. Through hiring
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privacy professionals, “privacy-by-design” can be a continued practice and norm in the corporate
setting. Subsequently, when consumers are conscious that corporations are working to instill
privacy in the corporate ethos and protect their users, then consumers feel more confident in
corporate entities handling what information they do have. By instituting “privacy-by-design”,
entities are forced to think of data privacy as an essential element of operating online.
Ultimately, “privacy-by-design” creates holistic approach to privacy protection while
requiring corporate entities to instill new ethos to organizational practices to ensure privacy is
prioritized.37 “Privacy-by-design” can transform how privacy is viewed by data collectors from
the beginning, rather than attempting to instill patchwork privacy practices after the product is
being used by the consumer. As privacy is a major concern with consumers, it should follow that
privacy is a major concern of corporations.
IV.

Policing the New Regulatory Scheme

The most effective way to police a new regulatory scheme would be to have the Department
of Justice (“DOJ”) as the enforcement agency. Compared to administrative actions currently
being taken by the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”), stronger enforcement is necessary to
adequately police a new federal regulation.
There are major problems with FTC enforcement that would be resolved with DOJ
enforcement. The FTC provides investigations that are not as transparent and accessible to the
public as the judicial process would be. As discussed in The FTC and the New Common Law of
Privacy, there is little U.S. common law on consumer data privacy due to the FTC
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enforcement.38 And while the FTC seemingly settles a majority of cases in settlement and
contractual agreements, the FTC has, through their 15 years of enforcing consumer privacy law,
developed substantive methods and norms in data collection. 39 This idea, that an executiveappointed government agency is determining the substantive norms guiding consumer data
privacy is anti-democratic and devalues the Constitutional significance of the judicial system.
Consumer data privacy is a substantive body of law, with issues of human rights, that should be
litigated and decided through the judicial process, thereby increasing the transparency for
individuals to know their substantive rights.40 Having an executive agency determine nearly all
outcomes from organizational violations of privacy regulations provides for no judicial check,
lack of transparency, and inconsistent outcomes. Therefore, it is important that the new
regulatory scheme be enforced by the DOJ to ensure the judicial review of substantive legal
issues in consumer data privacy.
Furthermore, the approach to consumer data privacy should put consumer interests above the
interests of corporations to ensure the best practices. 41 Therefore, having the DOJ as the
enforcement agency would increase investigative abilities and shift focus from normative
business practices to the outcomes experienced by consumers. Under the current regime, the
FTC approaches privacy problems as “possible flaws in the character of a commercial
relationship between a company and an individual;” however, to ensure federal data privacy
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regulations and rights, the best approach is to assume privacy as a human right and have
enforcement from the DOJ.42
Additionally, the U.S. needs to establish firm penalties if entities violate the new federal
regulation.43 Currently, pursuant to Section 5 of the FTC Act, the FTC does not, on its own, have
the power to impose monetary penalties on corporations who violate privacy regulations. In the
GDPR, any corporate entity in violation of the rights set forth in the regulation faces a 2%
penalty from the corporate revenue or up to $10 million.44 This staggering penalty provides
corporations with coercive incentive to prioritize consumers when structuring their data privacy
and data collection practices. Therefore, the most effective way that the U.S. will enforce their
new consumer data-privacy regulation will be to have proportional penalties rather than a small
flat rate for any violations. Thereby, preventing corporations from violating the regulation in
viewing potential penalties as a cost-of-business.
Ultimately, the U.S. regulation should include the DOJ as the enforcement agency with
proportional and clear penalties that pose a threat to corporations if they violate the regulatory
standard of data privacy practices.
V.

Conclusion

Consumer data-privacy is a prevalent issue for individual rights due to the increase of
personally identifiable information that is currently collected and stored. It is naïve to believe
that individuals can go without disclosing information online, as it has become unavoidable. The
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internet is now where individuals pay rent, shop, date, receive medical advice, secure
employment, and more. Furthermore, with all of this sensitive data being collected, consumers
look to the government to protect and police entities that hold their identifiable information.
It is in the best interest of the Trump Administration to make accommodations to their
proposed goals that mirror the GDPR, both for human rights and for international business
practices. By including stringent “notice and choice” requirements as well as requiring “privacyby-design,” the new U.S. regulation will ensure that consumers are prioritized throughout the
process of data collection. Furthermore, the policing of these new regulations is best suited for
the DOJ, rather than the FTC, to ensure consumer faith and remain transparent.
Ultimately, if these accommodations are adopted into federal regulation, there will be
increased confidence among consumers that their data and private information will be protected
in the hands of U.S. entities.
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